
  

On the social front we have been as busy as 
ever. From participating in netball tournaments
to running marathons for charity and our
involvement and support of the Special
Olympics team by sponsoring an athlete. 
Our commitment to the community, the needy
and charitable causes via the Peter J Isola
Foundation continues to play a very important
role for us as individuals and as a firm.

I would like to take this opportunity 
to congratulate, once again, the ISOLAS
funds team on being named the Funds 
Law Firm of the year for 2010 by
www.funddomiciles.com, the only award of
it’s kind currently in the market. It is
certainly an area that ISOLAS have
deliberately focussed on over the last few
years and in which Joey Garcia and Albert
Isola have played a fundamental role in
establishing ISOLAS at the forefront of this
particular sector.

Looking ahead, I very much look forward to
welcoming many of you to our golf day and
at the other events we have lined up over
what will be a very busy summer period.

Welcome to another ISOLAS communiqué.
I think you will find the articles in this
edition both wide ranging and interesting.
There have been a number of important
developments recently and in particular, the
new Income Tax Act continues to be a source
of much lively debate and discussion within
professional circles.
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Introduction

By Christian Rocca  Managing Partner

I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate,
once again, the ISOLAS

funds team on being named
the Funds Law Firm of 
the year for 2010 by

www.funddomiciles.com,
the only award of it’s kind
currently in the market.
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At a ceremony held at the Chesterfield
Mayfair Hotel in London in January,
FundDomiciles.com hosted their annual
Global Funds conference and awards
ceremony where law firms from each of the
leading funds jurisdictions were recognised.
ISOLAS received the award for Best
Gibraltar Law Firm in Funds at a gathering
that included the major law firms and
players in the Funds Industry.

On collecting the award, Joey Garcia, on
behalf of ISOLAS, explained that “I am
delighted to receive this award on behalf 
of the Funds Team at ISOLAS. It is
recognition by our peers on an international
level of the quality of service received and
ISOLAS’ position at the leading edge of a
very competitive and fast moving funds
industry in Gibraltar.” When asked for
comment, Albert Isola, partner in charge of
Funds at ISOLAS, was “very pleased with
the news of winning the award. The fact
that Gibraltar is represented at an
International Funds event of this
importance is recognition that Gibraltar is a
real and viable alternative to the more
established funds Jurisdictions and this has
only been possible as a result of the work
and efforts of all the players in the local
funds sector. I am very proud that our
growing Funds team at ISOLAS have played
their small part in this process.”

ISOLAS wishes to thank all its collaborators
in the Industry for their support.

More recently, the funds team attended 
at the Gibraltar Government Seminars
hosted in Zurich and Geneva. Joey Garcia
and Selwyn Figueras attended the Zurich
breakfast event hosted by the Chief Minister
along with ‘their man in Zurich,’ Jean-Louis
Scenini from the Fiduciary office in Zurich.
They also travelled to Geneva where they
were joined by Albert Isola who spoke to the
guests about the exciting opportunities in
funds as well as the advantages for asset
managers looking to establish operations in
Gibraltar.  Selwyn Figueras explained that
‘now, more than ever, Gibraltar seems a
viable and desirable option for Swiss
financial services professionals looking for a
specialist onshore finance centre which can
complement the services of the Swiss
offering. It was good to travel to Switzerland
and spend some time talking with a number
of players from the industry and
understanding current and developing
trends, all in all a very positive few days
away from the office!’

Peter Isola, Senior Partner at ISOLAS, recently
spoke at a seminar organised by the
International Association of Young Lawyers at
Corpus Christi College, Oxford. The seminar,
focusing on international private wealth,
called on Peter Isola to set out the solutions
Gibraltar offers in a wealth preservation and
tax planning context as well as to provide
those in attendance with some details about
the new Income Tax Act in Gibraltar. He has
also recently spoken at a Private Banking
Conference organised by Jyske Bank and has
also addressed the Branch Chairmen Assembly
of STEP in London in early December,
talking about the changes and impact of the
Income Tax Act in Gibraltar which came into
effect on 1 January 2011. 

Funds Team Keeping Busy
by Selwyn Figueras

I S O L A S  N E W S

PETER ISOLA
Addresses AIJA at Corpus
Christi College, Oxford

Corpus Christi College was

founded in 1517, it is the 12th

oldest college in Oxford. 

The college is one of the smallest

in Oxford by student population,

having around 230 undergraduates

and 120 graduates. The college’s

historical significance includes 

the pillar sundial in the main

quadrangle, known as the Pelican

Sundial, which was erected in

1581 by Charles Turnbull.
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Gibraltar in Europe -
THE STORY CONTINUES by Selwyn Figueras

In recent weeks we learnt of the favourable
opinion of the Advocate General of the European
Court of Justice, Niilo Jaaskinen, in respect of
the case before the General Court (formerly the
European Court of First Instance) regarding
Gibraltar’s tax system ‘the Opinion’.  

It’s important to stress that the Opinion is not
the decision of the Court but equally important
to note that the Court follows such opinions in
the vast majority of cases and the news therefore
is very encouraging.  The essence of the Opinion
was to reject the basis of the appeals lodged
against the decision of the General Court by
Spain and the European Commission saying that
the General Court had found correctly in
determining that Gibraltar has fiscal autonomy
to the extent that Gibraltar itself, and not the
UK, was the reference framework for
determination of regional selectivity issues.  

Simply put, Gibraltar stands on it’s own two feet
in Europe and there is no question that our tax
system should be consistent in any way with that
of the UK’s. This is significant in that the AG
once again restated the widely held and judicially
endorsed view that Gibraltar has full fiscal
independence from the UK.

Furthermore, the AG went on to state that he
was of the view that to allow the Commission the
‘novel approach’ of effectively determining what
a ‘reference’ framework should look like would
be to allow the use of EU state aid rules to lead
to a ‘de facto adoption of a tax harmonisation
measure.’ He went on to say that what effectively
was being attempted by the Commission was to
seek to compare the allegedly selective elements
of Gibraltar’s tax system, not to a reference
‘national’ and real tax system, but to a fictional
reference system, a test which they had no
jurisdiction to create.

Summarising the effect of the decision then, it
seems as though Gibraltar’s adoption of a 10%
flat rate Corporate Tax system is set to bring a
new stability and predictability to an industry
which, for some time, had been subject to the
uncertainty surrounding the death of the exempt
company and the emergence of a new, fully
onshore and EU endorsed corporate tax regime.

We now look forward to the final decision of the
European Court of Justice, which decision we
will publish on our website as soon as it’s
available.

The Treaty of Lisbon entered into

force on 1 December 2009. 

In addition to strengthening the

EU's independence by giving it

legal personality, changes were

made to the designation of the

Union's courts. The European

Court of Justice's  official name

was changed from the "Court of

Justice of the European

Communities" to the "Court of

Justice" although it tends to be

commonly to referred to as the

European Court of Justice. The

Court of First Instance was

renamed as the "General Court"

from 1 December 2009 and the

term "Court of Justice of the

European Union" is now the official

designation of both European

Courts

 



Gibraltar Ship Arrest Update
by Selwyn Figueras and Christian Hernandez

Unfortunately, the ‘emerging’ industrial
powerhouses of China, India, Brazil and
Russia offer little hope of picking up the
demand where Europe and America drop it
off. Economic output figures produced by
China are, typically, so entirely unreliable and
unbelievable that even Chinese analysts ignore
them. A better, more reliable gauge of the
performance of the Chinese economy is
found in the figures relating to electricity
generation, the theory going that when an
economy is busy producing and selling,
electricity consumption goes up. If factories
are turning off their lights and heading home
early, a good omen it certainly is not.
Electricity production in China is up just
6.2% year on year, the slowest rate of growth
since July 2009, a fact which, when coupled
with inflation figures which suggest aggressive
tightening measures will be required in the
near term leading to a further slow down in
growth, is very telling of the state of the global
recovery. The other emerging markets are
faring no better, confirming fears that, in
addition to moderating growth in the
developed economies, the emerging markets
are showing a worrying lack of resilience. 

For the shipping industry this is all plainly
very bad news. Lazard recently alluded to the
fact that the problems facing the industry
were both of it’s own making and, certainly,
owing to factors beyond their control. 
One of the main concerns, according to
Lazard, was  ‘structural overcapacity in the
shipbuilding industry. Peter Stokes, head of
shipping at the finance firm speaking at an
International Maritime Industries event in
London explained that “artificially low
interest rates have kept asset prices high,

Shipping follows banking, that much is true.
The global financial crisis sparked by the
Lehmann Brothers collapse is well
documented, as are the effects this had on
international money and credit markets and,
by implication, on the shipping industry as a
whole. As banks recapitalized and sought to
shore up balance sheets, debts and liabilities
were reassessed and revisited, to the marked
detriment of shipping’s largest players
worldwide.

The economic recovery that analysts have
been talking about so tentatively in the last
twelve to eighteen months has done little to
add confidence to a market battered by the
winds of the sub-prime crisis and the heavy
seas of the credit crunch. Despite some
limited growth in demand and improving
output figures for the World’s largest
economies, unemployment has continued to
rise as business played the waiting game and 
re-learnt sensibility in the capacity vs output
context.

In Gibraltar, the effects of the crisis 
were, thankfully, hard to appreciate. In a
community where the economy continues to
grow (and has throughout the global
economic malaise) at 5-5.5%, unemployment
is practically negligible. The banking and
insurance sectors continue to drive the
economy but, as would be expected, the
jurisdiction has witnessed a limited knock-on
effect.

Interestingly, between 2005 and 2009, the
number of ship arrests in Gibraltar was
negligible, not surprising given the bullish
economic conditions prevailing at the time.
Credit was easy to come by, too easy as it
turned out and the finance market was a
borrower’s one. The mantra that the shipping
industry follows banking would once again
validate itself as, despite the economic crash in
September 2008, there was no ship arrest
activity whatsoever.  

In the last 12-24 months, however, things
changed. The downturn was palpable. As the
global economy underwent a wholesale
correction and global output froze on the
back of high volumes of stock remaining
unsold, freight demand plummeted.  As more
and more ships laid at anchor on Gibraltar’s
east side anchorage, with nowhere to go,
nothing to carry , so the enquiries started
coming in to law firms locally seeking advice
on arresting ships for defaults of many
varieties.  In the period of the last two years
there have been, therefore, a comparatively
high number of arrests.  

During 2009 up to the second quarter of
2010 approximately 20 vessels were arrested
in Gibraltar. A short hiatus followed during
the latter stages of last year and through the
festive season following a slight recovery in
manufacturing output. In the fist six months
of 2011 however, it seems new woes have
befallen the shipping industry, as illustrated
by the arrest of 6 vessels from January
onwards. Depression in the shipping industry
lagged behind the banking crisis as freight
rates were bolstered by high order levels from
China and India.

The shipping industry faces a variety of
problems, not least of which is the new
economic reality of government cuts in
spending allied to painful yet necessary
programmes of austerity and cutbacks to reign
in sovereign debt.  Despite these measures, the
evidence points to a globalised economy
unable to shake itself from the recession. The
southern European countries are experiencing
their hardest economic times since they joined
the European Union with Greece, Ireland and
Portugal already having agreed bailout
packages. Greece’s problems are now
compounded by the fact that it seems unable
to repay it’s debts in accordance with the
terms it agreed last year, a development which
has led European Finance ministers keen on
the Euro’s survival to come up with the latest
innovation, a ‘debt reprofiling’ exercise, to
avoid talk of what is, in effect, further
restructuring of that debt. With new concerns
emerging about Spain’s ability to pay it’s own
debts, many fear that the sovereign debt crises
may have a longer term impact on the
economy and global output demands than at
first thought.

I S O L A S  P R O F E S S I O N A L
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including ships. The continuing problem 
for shipping companies is not so much in 
the servicing of their existing debt, but 
the funding of their capital commitments 
on new builds. So far, shipowners and
shipbuilders have generally managed to
muddle their way through this problem, but
the problem has certainly not gone away.

The main issue is that the large volume of new
builds sitting in docks around the world are
awaiting purchase by shipowners who 
can either no longer afford them or simply
cannot finance them in the current
environment. The impact this has on the
value of new builds and the consequent effect
this has on the values of existing tonnage will
bring about loan to value defaults and further
impacts across the industry. Stokes, however,
believes that this re-setting of values may fall
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Does tax planning still work in a world of
Tax Information Exchange Agreements
('TIEAs'),' ever stricter compliance and
KYC regimes, a focus on taxation on the
wealthy and the targeting of tax havens? The
new private client and wealth preservation
environment has come about in recent years
as a result of a succession of paradigm-
challenging events, namely the collapse of
world's financial markets in the wake of
Lehmann Brothers, loan defaults, rising
unemployment and explosion of sovereign
debt issues leading to bailout after bailout of
ailing European economies. All these factors
have combined to deliver a death blow to
the last remaining shreds of confidence in,
and a tightening of, international money
markets, a series of events which has
brought the management of private wealth
into sharp focus.

It is, however, important to maintain
perspective and understand the reality of the
wealth preservation business, particularly in
the context of a jurisdiction like Gibraltar.
Today, tax planning remains your route map
for wealth preservation, few trusts are ever
actually subjected to attack by the
authorities and access to information by the
authorities is hardly on the basis of an 'open
book' approach. In order to access the
information they covet, they need to be able
to meet a series of criteria designed to
protect individuals from prying eyes on a
'fishing expedition.' So confidentiality in
bona fide situations can still be maintained
and protected from attack.

Tax Planning -
THE GIBRALTAR LINK
by Peter Isola

As we progress, some private wealth
management realities remain unchallenged
whilst others adapt to the new business
environment: people today follow their
money, not the other way around;
technologies and cheap air travel make
choice of country of residence an easier task
than ever before and ensuring tax residency
in an 'onshore specialist finance centre' also
limits tax information exchange risk.
Therefore, despite entering into a large
number of TIEAs with countries around the
world, Gibraltar continues to offer modern
and acceptable tax planning solutions in
what is otherwise a very difficult economic
market. Why?

Gibraltar's membership of the EU has been
quite the mixed bag for the jurisdiction. It
has brought to our financial services offering
both opportunities and challenges and the

short of a complete collapse in values of
existing tonnage. Multi-ship orders lodged on
the back of a hope that delivery materialises at
a time when freight markets recover are risky
business indeed, even if there have recently
been mild improvements in freight rates.

As one of the premier ship arrest jurisdictions
in the world at the gates to the
Mediterranean, Gibraltar expects an increase
in ship arrest activity in the market owing to
the worsening conditions in the global
shipping industry. It is a reality, after all, that
the legal profession endures and even thrives
through good and, certainly, bad times.

For any additional information on shipping or
ship arrest in Gibraltar, please contact

Christian Hernandez at
christian.hernandez@isolas.gi

local industry has managed to deliver on the
promise of the opportunities of said
membership whilst effectively dealing with
every challenge laid down before it over the
years. The crux of the matter, however, is
that our membership of the EU is, beyond
question, one of the fundamental advantages
the jurisdiction is able to offer.

In addition to that, the availability of
favourable tax regimes for high net worth
individuals, the availability of trust solutions
found in common-law based legal systems
such as ours, allied to the lack of capital
gains, wealth or inheritance tax, make
Gibraltar an ideal place to consider in a
wealth management, tax planning context.
In addition, a consideration of all the
advantages bestowed by our membership of

 



the EU, in particular the ability to passport
financial services throughout Europe makes
for a compelling case.

As a jurisdiction, Gibraltar has been
enjoying a steady demand for its solutions
for a variety of factors.  Tax measures taken
in the UK in recent times, such as the
imposition of the 50% income tax and
other prohibitive measures, have driven
many of the City's highest flyers out of
London and on to friendlier places that were
offering simple and far more economical tax
treatment.  Many of these exiles sought
'refuge' in Switzerland, a location which for
very long represented the last bastion in
secrecy and confidentiality which, in
addition, offered simpler and more
advantageous tax treatment for such
individuals.  In 2010, however, Zurich
abolished it's lump sum tax regime which
saw 46% of it's resident rich foreigners
move away to pastures new. As quoted
recently in the UK press, La Gauche,
Switzerland's left wing party, recently
started a petition to seek the abolition of
favourable tax deals for rich foreigners
throughout the country, a petition which
enjoys widespread political support and
voting is due to be conducted in a number
of other Cantons over the next few months.

It seems, therefore, that a sea change may be
on the cards which may well see significant
wealth seeking a new home within Europe.
I am of the view that Gibraltar offers much
which can draw the interest of this newly
mobile wealth by offering a wide range of
tempting solutions for high net worth
individuals: a common law jurisdiction
offering the trust and planning solutions
such individuals require, onshore and
within the EU yet remaining distinctly
attractive from a tax perspective. 

This is a private client offering which is now
bolstered by a robust and eminently
reasonable corporate taxation regime, allied
to continued investment of time and money
by the industry in the development of all
our financial services products, particularly
in the funds context. Gibraltar will continue
to play it's recently rediscovered role of
European specialist onshore domicile of
choice for private individuals, asset
managers and funds for some time to come.

line between the employee’s work and private
life. A number of recent decisions at first instance
in Employment tribunals in the UK are
beginning to deal with some of these issues, with
sometimes surprising results and interpretations.

This is an area of law in its infancy and a
fascinating opportunity to observe the
development of case law dealing with issues 
we can all, save for the handful of businesses 
and individuals continuing to resist the new
media and communications reality, relate to.
ISOLAS plans to keep an eye on developments as 
they happen and, in order to bring these
developments to the attention of our clients and
partners, we will be hosting a breakfast seminar
at our offices at 09.30 on Thursday 22
September, later this year. If you would like to
attend for a cup of coffee, a croissant and
information you really cannot do without, email
the author at selwyn.figueras@isolas.gi to
reserve your place now.

Social media has in recent years become an
important feature of global business marketing
strategies as an efficient, targeted, straightforward
and, above all, cost effective tool when compared
to practically all other forms of advertising bar
word of mouth. The explosion of the use of social
media in commercial marketing, whether by use
of the micro-blogging platform, Twitter, or the
world’s largest online community, Facebook, has
brought with it a raft of challenges in the
employer/employee context, difficulties which,
given their recent emergence, are a minefield
which is currently being navigated by
employment law practitioners and arbiters
around the world.

There are many reasons why the use of social
media in business is causing difficulty, but it can
generally be described as a tug of war between the
employer’s right to protect its reputation and the
protection of the employee’s fundamental right
to privacy. The widespread use of social media by
employers and employees alike has blurred the

Social Media in 
The Workplace - AN
EMPLOYER’S PERSPECTIVE
by Selwyn Figueras
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As employers you will perhaps be familiar with,
and may often tolerate, staff occasionally
attending work a little the worse for wear. The
effect of over indulgence in drugs or alcohol has
an enormous effect. For instance, in the United
Kingdom the Health and Safety Executive
estimates that 3-5% of all absences from work are
due to alcohol-related reasons. This equates to 8-
14 million lost working days each year.
Screening employees for drugs or alcohol is only
likely to be acceptable and justifiable if, for
example, such testing is undertaken for health and
safety reasons. Information gathered in the course
of screening will be regarded as sensitive personal
data for the purposes of the Data Protection Act.
Therefore specific consent by the employees will
need to be obtained before such information may
be processed. A general consent set out as an
express term in a contract of employee is unlikely
to suffice unless specific reference is made to
screening. Further before going down the road of
screening the employer should carry out an
assessment and consider whether less intrusive
means could be adopted to glean the same
information. As an employer you would have to
be absolutely clear as to the purpose and use of the
screening and how the screening would be carried
out i.e. random screening or where the employer
has some suspicions. Employees would obviously
have to understand the potential implications of a
positive result.    
Many employers choose to have a workplace
policy in place and indeed such policies can be a
helpful way to assist employers to deal with such
issues when they arise, so long as the policy is
applied consistently to all employees who are in
breach.  
Of course alcohol or drug consumption could
affect the employee’s activity to perform his role
even where the employee engaged in such activity
in his own time. Further it may be that the
employee’s activity in his own time brings the
employer into disrepute.
Obviously as a general rule, it is not for employers
to police the personal lives of their employees and
unless there is some impact on the employee’s
ability to perform his role, intervention by the
employer would be unwise. However where an
impact can be seen the employer will be justified
in intervening although as a word of warning
intervention should be based upon actual
evidence rather than on office gossip. 
The issue, save for where an employee attends
work under the influence, is likely to be
performance. It should therefore be dealt with in
the same way as any other performance issue. It
may be that dismissal is not then the first sanction
to be considered. 

Employers should offer support where they can
and bear in mind that the employee might have
difficulty in admitting he has a problem, and
should treat employees consistently throughout.

In some instances dismissal may of course be the
most appropriate sanction in cases of serious
misconduct or repeated misconduct. As with any
other dismissal a proper procedure should be
followed when the dismissal is invoked. The threat
of dismissal should be clearly set out in the
workplace policy so that employees are aware of
the potential implications of breaching the policy.

If an employee is convicted of a drugs offence for
example then this is likely to be sufficient grounds
for a summary dismissal, particularly where there
is provision to this effect in the contract of
employment. Where the employee has only been
charged and awaits trial, the issue is less clear-cut.
However if the allegation is very serious such as a
charge in relation to possession of say a Class A
drug then the employer may  be justified in taking
disciplinary action against the employee. 

Once again it is important that a proper
procedure is followed at all times. 

Even where an employee has been convicted it
may still be unfair to dismiss and there have been
cases to this effect where for instance the
conviction is unconnected to the job performed
by the employee and as such has no impact up the
employee’s ability to perform his role. It is
therefore important that employers do not dismiss
purely on the basis of a conviction but instead are
clear about how and why the conviction impacts
upon the employee’s role.

For any further information please contact the
author at samantha.grimes@isolas.gi

Drugs & Alcohol in The Workplace 
by Samantha Grimes
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Contrary to popular belief, the

majority of people who have a

drinking problem are in work. The

good news is that people with drink

problems can and do cut down, and

that there are places where people

with drinking problems can go for

expert help. The prospect of tackling

when and how much employees

drink can be daunting, especially for

businesses without a personnel

specialist, but acting to prevent

problems before they occur can save

time in the end and is often more

effective than dealing with a problem

that has become too serious to

ignore. Any business, however small,

can take practical steps to minimise

the risks associated with

inappropriate drinking.
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Proceeds collected in respect of the Madrid
Marathon run in April went to three charities
selected by staff at ISOLAS and Fiduciary.
£1,500 each went to Pathway Through Pain,
Multiple Sclerosis Gibraltar and Childline.
Pathway through Pain was established in 2005
and it primarily exists to provide financial
assistance to families who are experiencing
extreme financial difficulties as a result of the
serious illness of one of its members (it is
particularly concerned with children who are
very sick or the immediate relatives of children
who themselves are seriously ill). It also tries to
service other cancer charities when it is
financially able to do so. Finally, the charity also
tries to encourage the participation of school
children and of students in higher education in
some of its fund raising activities and through
such participation hopes to promote their
educational advancement by making them
aware of the need to assist others in times of
need.

Multiple Sclerosis was established recently with
a view to promote awareness of a disease which
affects a growing number of people in the
community.

With the participation by the staff at the Walk
for Life recently, the staff continues to work for
charity, doing all it can to help those most in
need in our community.

The Staff at ISOLAS and Fiduciary have been
keeping busy in the last few months, working
together to raise funds for charity.

In April, a team from ISOLAS (Christian
Rocca and Karl Tonna) joined members of staff
at Jyske Bank (Christian Bjorlow & Ole
Hougaard) to run the Madrid Marathon in aid
of the PJ Isola Foundation.  The training was
almost as gruelling as the day itself but they all
managed to get round what is widely
acknowledged to be one of the toughest
marathon courses on the calendar.   

The PJ Isola Foundation was also busy
donating funds to a variety of local causes.
Sponsoring two of Gibraltar’s proud Special
Olympians to travel to Greece for the World
summer games, ISOLAS and Fiduciary were
glad to have the opportunity to help some of
the most cherished members of our small
community fly the flag for Gibraltar. If their
track record is anything to go by, we can expect
great things from our Special Athletes.

The Foundation also took the opportunity of
contributing to the cost of purchasing an
orthopaedic bed for the home of 11 year old
Carla Rodriguez, a contribution the
Foundation hopes will go at least some way to
making this brave young girl and her family’s
daily struggle with Carla’s cerebral palsy just
that little bit easier.

ISOLAS/Fiduciary & The PJ Isola Foundation -
KEEPING BUSY FOR CHARITY
by Selwyn Figueras

Date Event Location

August 2011  POLO Santa Maria Polo Ground
ISOLAS and Fiduciary will, as has become customary, be hosting a box at the Santa Maria Polo grounds this August. We are looking
forward to inviting our clients and partners to a drink at the box, the perfect antidote to the searing heat of the season, in company
with friends, to watch the world’s best polo players demonstrating their skill and prowess on their ponies.

8th September 2011 ISOLAS Golf Day La Reserva Golf Club, Sotogrande

22nd September 2011 Social Media in the Workplace - Breakfast Briefing Gibraltar
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